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1 - Topaz the cat

Topaz the cat

Name: Topaz the cat, Age: O_O over 100000! Gender: Female Species: Egyptian cat Abilities: Tail slap,
claw attack, drill kick, reign of terror, sword blade attack, and more but I can't think of them Weapons:
Green light saber Friends: Sonic, tails, knuckles, Amy, cream, ESPIO, Charmy, Vector (She's not to fond
of him), shangi, shadow, tikal Foes: Eggman, Toxic, Angel, zack, SALLY, Set Looks: Topaz has
golden-brown fur with fur coming out from the sides (sorta like a bobcat's). She has an army vest that's
light-brown and is like a belly shirt with sleeves coming from them that are milky yellow also she has
gloves that don't have finger sleeves. Her pants are baggy and have army prints on them with a chain on
the left. Her boots are chocolate-brown with buckles on them. Info: Topaz has experienced an extreme
and brutal life in the past. She was princess of sandopolis in 300BC. Her parents Aquamarine and
Sapphire were both Queen and Pharaoh. Aquamarine the greatest supreme ruler held a special power
that was almighty. When she died her power would descend upon the next ruler. Set knew that if he can
destroy all three(Sapphire, Aqua, Topaz) he would hold the power forever, but he didn't wait till they all
died. He managed to murder the parents but Topaz got away and left forever.Topaz can take on
enemies with her bare hands, but when all seems impossible she'll take force with her bloody saber.



2 - Shangi the Chinese siamese cat

Shangi the Chinese Siamese cat

Name: Shangi Age: 4 Gender: female Species: Siamese cat Abilities: strawberry bell attack, sugar bell
attack, crystal twinkle bell attack, fiery blaze attack, year of the dragon Weapons: heart of bells Friends:
Sonic, tails, knuckles, Amy, cream, Topaz Enemies: eggman, rouge Looks: Shangi has a Chinese silt
jacket that is red with gold prints of dragons and phoenix. The ends of the sleeves are blue with gold on
the outline. In the middle there are squares that look like a chart with two blocks going up and down.
They are full of many colors. Half way down the jacket it splits in the middle and on the sides. She also
has black tights that cover her feet and under her jacket she has a black tank top Info: The lost daughter
of China. Why? Shangi is a Siamese who was only a month old when her parents abandoned her. It
wasn't their or her fault though. For four years shangi had lived in allies and dodged the patrol from
taking her away from her beloved country. But will one certain echidna take her beyond the great wall.
Her power are immeasurable meaning total destruction, but just like super sonic and perfect chaos with
the massive power of all seven chaos emeralds she is the ultimate power of China. The year of the
dragon. The silt jacket and weapon must mean she's the chosen one.



4 - Blade

Name: Blade

Age: time of creation unknown

Gender: male Species: echidna

Abilities: island curse

Weapons: none

Friends: sonic, tails, knuckles, Amy, Cream, Shadow, toxic, zack, angel, Tikal

Foes: none

Info: Blade is a spiritual mystic created by G.U.N. When his capsule crashed on earth he was aided by
Tikal, Eventually he and Tikal were separated and Blade found his created brothers.



5 - Zack

Name: Zack

Age: time of creation unknown

Gender: Male

Species: Fox

Abilities: The same as Tails'

Weapons: The X Tone

Friends: Shadow, Angel, Blade, Toxic

Foes: The rest.

Info: The first creation of G.U.N. Well put as the dark side of Tails. He of course is Shadow's little bro.
Not to mention adorable lil bro, because he looks like Tails except black with red marks DUH! He tinkers
in his lab (that's right lab) all day long. The long hours are worth it though.



6 - Toxic

Name: Toxic

Age: time of creation unknown

Species: Vampire bat (Watch out)

Gender: Male

Weapons: His Fangs

Abilities: Sucking your blood!

Friends: shadow, Zack, Angel, Blade, Rouge, Himself!

Foes: Uh the rest

Info: Well toxic is evil to the max, he doesn't like to many people, and he doesn't have a clue. Being a
treasure hunter, Rouge has a challenge (of course knuckles as well) and maybe even a soul mate. Toxic
doesn't mind though. More treasure for him.



7 - Sapphire

Name: Sapphire

Age: O_o

Species: Egyptian cat

Gender: Male of course

Weapons: Staff of Sapphires

Abilities: secretly hidden

Friends: doesn't matter

Foes: the one that killed him

Info: Sapphire was once pharaoh of his own kingdom until it was destroyed out of some mysterious
event. He is the father of topaz, the husband of Aqua, and the stepbrother of Set.



8 - Aquamarine

Name: Aquamarine

Age: why does it matter she's dead!

Species: Egyptian cat

Gender: female DUH!

Weapons: none she fights free style!

Abilities: again secretly hidden

Friends: not telling

Foes: not teeelllliiing

Info: Aqua is the supreme ruler of Sandopolis. Her daughter Topaz, her husband sapphire, and her
greedy bro Set. Theres not much to know about her ya know.
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